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Hello John,
No problem sharing what I know. My own story was also rised as to "corruption". About a year later they returned surprised and said that somehow all my loans are not gone bad!!! Like if I had approven anything myself. The action was initiated by the
same persons who got me acquinted with them at first place. This particular person is former (maybe) high ranking KGB - polkovnik. The reason getting me blaimed was that I declined him a clearly bad loan.
I'm not sure their influence to the economy is as strong as it might have been earlier, but their connections to russian govnt. and so called "Jeltsin package" have always been suspected.
To my knowledge in the top of the bank there are more than few high ranking KGB persons, whos connections to this organisation we can not prove indeed.
I don't carry a crudge or anything against them. Like spoken, if I can help, let me know.
Sad that things turn out like this some times.
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Ardi Roosimaa
Managing Director, Estonia
Head of Capital Advisory, Baltic States

Colliers International, Baltic States
Pärnu rd 102c, 11312 Tallinn, Estonia
Tel:        +372 662 2777
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E-mail:   A.Roosimaa@colliers.ee
www.colliers.ee, www.colliers.com

Advising the Baltic real estate market for already 3 years
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--Confidentiality Notice
This communication and the information it contains:
(a) is intended for the person(s) or Organisation(s) named above and for no other persons or organisations and,
(b) may be confidential, legally privileged and protected by law.
Unauthorised use, copying or disclosure of any of it may be unlawful.
When addressed to our clients any opinions or advice contained in this e-mail are subject to Colliers International terms and conditions of business notified to the client or expressed
in the governing client engagement letter.
If you receive this communication in error, please notify us immediately, destroy any copies and delete it from your computer system.
Colliers International respects your privacy. Our privacy policies can be accessed by clicking here: http://www.colliersmn.com/privacy
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